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About This Game

"Linked" is a relaxing, minimalistic 2d-puzzle game
Each puzzle can only be solved by drawing a predetermined number of lines with specific lengths.

Great game for short breaks.

Features:

144 levels.

Steam Integration - Achievements and trading cards.
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Title: Linked
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
ThinkOfGames
Publisher:
ThinkOfGames
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card with 512Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English
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what the actual ♥♥♥♥. Navigating through a hallway in 34 seconds
Navigating a corner in 54 seconds
Navigating a rounded corner in 60 seconds
Navigating through a door in 12 hours

10\/10 would wedge fat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in door again. It's like Car Mechanic Simulator had a baby with FTL.
Makes excellent use of the touch controllers.

The rougelike/exploration bit is neat, but I think its best as a zen Spaceship Repair Simulator.. Easy to play and fun. Seems like
a short game (only 4 courses of 18 holes) but i have not beat it yet.. The game is good, get the DLC when they are dirt cheap!. I
expected very little out of this, and was still disappointed. Very repetitive, characters have very little customization, combat isn't
very engaging, and the quests/storyline are forgettable.. If you ever played Path of Exile with CoC discharge back in the days.
You can do the same♥♥♥♥♥♥in this game :D But instead of Cast on Crit it's more like Cast on Cycle
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ITS NOT ON WINDOWS 8 PLATFORM AND I HAVE ACCIDENTALLY BOUGHT IT IT SUCKS!!!. I picked this game
up after playing through The Chosen RPG which I enjoyed playing through a lot. What can I say about this game? It's short,
very, VERY super short. Like a lot of other reviews have said previously...this game mostly feels like some the "true" ending
they forgot to add into the original game and was tacked on as DLC content.

If you enjoyed the Chosen RPG (or Chosen 1) then I would pick this game up mostly just to witness the "true" ending for
yourself.. Alright, people. This game is literally the most tedious thing I have ever done in my life. I just see very little appeal in
such a game where it takes SO FRIGGIN' LONG to get from point A to point B. It's literally just too boring. But since it's early
access, I will give the benefit of the doubt and hope that it will get better in future updates.. Full of bugs, don't buy it!. Beautiful
short story worth experiencing!
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